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Urmas,
I shall publish this letter on NLFschool.com.
Will you take this letter seriously, please?
Over the past 3 years I informed you on ICC and I placed you on NLFschool.com for Young adults.
Waiting for ICC to close my lawcase against NL.
Times have changed, for the worse.
Read my letter to the president of ICC on www.desireestokkel.nl.
ICC refuses to operate as a fair court-system.
The consequence is that ICC intensifies war and breaks down the complete EU-economy.
Stock-exchanges ...enz.. are all informed about the activities of ICC.
There will not be a classical recovery of the financial crisis!
NL-parliament is growing into a fascist-CDA-VVD-PVV parliament, that looks down on the people.
Want to remove codes for International law from the NL-constitution.
Yes, you understand me well = they don't want to admitt that a nation needs International Law for
business.... They are so obsessed with 'deporting Moslims from NL' that they can't think anymore.
Decisions are made out of a need for might... or out of hatred....
Party-policies adopt this hatred-movement shocking rapidly.
Even very intelligent persons are being handled as 'irrellevant complainers'.
Our healthy intelligent business-world is falling into unemployment now foreign-investors withdraw their
money. Business-multinationals are playing games with human lives, while they don't want to reconsider
the consequences. They still ignore the results of the criminal methods produced & disctributed sneakily
by ICC.
Terrorists are already attacking NGOs in Afghanistan, that found schools with NL-money.
Obama has a hidden genocide-plan, recently published in the New York times.
He gives his political 'peace-talks' at the G8 + G20 + Afghan-tops, while at the same moment
assasinations are conducted on his instructions.
And he wants ICC to be a court-system where ICC-employees torture & kill on command of worlds'
presidents, NGOs and Advisoryboards.
So, terrorists are furious, now EU, USA, UN and many others 'want to be above the law in connection
with crimes against humanity', while terrorists are being accused of committing warcrimes.
Its already too late!
I have informed Buckingham palace & Downingstreet 10 – as you can read on my sites – and David
Cameron has to make a decision here.
Will he follow Gordon Browns' plans... or will he life up to today's reality in warzone ...and start to work
as an International Lawyer, withdrawing from Afghanistan for reasons of law and turning ICC into a fair
court of law? Ending war with NLFs?
NLFs are completely boycotted here. I have asked mediatycoons John de Mol & Joop van de Ende to
help me inform the people about the truth in connection with ICC... and what this will mean for the future
of NL & EU. But, they only want to make fast-money out of me = they read my sites and turn it into
more vulgair TV-formats for VIPs...or into theater.
Earth doesn't need satire, musicals or VIP-families who keep politicians - guilty of crimes against
humanity - in their powerful position in parliament. Expanding war, mainly over EU & Middle-East.

When Estonia accepts the Euro under these circumstances, this will weaken the international position of
the country. Estonia takes sides for EU-leaders who do every thinkable to keep themselves above tha
law, in the opinion of terrorists.
How are you going to manage 1.5 Ee-residents, that are simply too lazy to work with law at home or
work?
Urmas, you are wealthy enough to retire somewhere in paradise on Earth, but I can't believe that you will
throw away your work for fascist 'the Netherlands'.
Being on my websites – indirectly supporting me – is not enough anymore.
On the contrary: I believe that when you continue to watch 'how NL destroyes EU' this will hit you in the
face. Why should your own people trust you, when life in EU turns for the worst... and you could have
done something to minalize it?
I want you to help me build NLFschool.com, officially.
I am still able to implement International law into today's fascist-politics. But only when I get the
opportunity to overrule the current NL-media...
Now I am not strong enough by myself; I can't change NL for the better.
Life is very painful overhere. Even for me, although I have the key to the future in my hands and I can
still think 'down-to-Earth'.
Don't adjust yourself to the war-makers, Urmas Sòòrumaa.
Love me...
Have a day in in my EQ-wisdom 2010.....
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